
DESCRIPTIVE SENSORY CHARACTERIZATION OF REQUEIJAO MORENO 
APPLYING FLASH PROFILE 

ABSTRACT 

Brazil is a larger producer of milk and dairy products, being Minas Gerais the biggest 
producer state in the country. Among these products, Minas Gerais stands out in the 
production of artisanal cheese. The requeijao Moreno is an example of typical artisanal 
cheese produced in the north of Minas Gerais that does not have sensory attributes 
described in literature. The aim of this study was to characterize the sensory profile of 
requeijao Moreno through the Flash Profile technique. The test results showed that 
86,67% of variability of data presented in two dimensions and 19 descriptive terms was 
stablished by panelists. In addition, the tasters distinguished the characteristics between 
the requeijao Moreno and common requeijao branco. Therefore, the Flash Profile 
technique was effective on the sensorial characterization of requeijao Moreno. 

INTRODUCTION  

Brazil is the fifth largest producer of milk in world1. In 2018, the gross production 
value was R$ 31,9 billion and for milk industry was R$ 68,7 billion2,3. Minas Gerais is 
the largest producer of milk among Brazilian states and its annual production of milk is 
8,9 billion liters4. 

Cheese is a dairy product obtained by coagulation and partial whey removal that 
can be fresh or matured and added or not with other food substances5. Artisanal cheeses 
are a popular dairy product produced and consumed in Minas Gerais, which contributes 
to the historical development of cheese production in this state6. There are laws that rule 
the concept of artisanal cheese. One of them, define artisanal cheese as a product 
prepared by traditional methods which is connected to territory, region and culture, 
applying good manufacturing practices and following a defined production protocol for 
each type and variation of cheese7. In other law, proper to the state of Minas Gerais, 
artisanal cheese is a product obtained from integral raw milk which has specific 
characteristics of identity and quality8,9. The production and commercialization of 
artisanal cheese of Minas Gerais are regulated by state laws8,9. In Brazil, it is estimated 
that 80% of cheese producers are family farmers and 170,000 of this produce artisanal 
cheese10,11. 

The requeijao Moreno is a type of artisanal cheese produced and commercialized 
in the north of Minas Gerais12. This cheese is produced from raw cow milk in Vales do 
Jequitinhonha e Mucuri12 and presents regional economic and cultural relevance. The 
requeijao Moreno does not have a description of sensory characteristics in literature 
which prompted the realization of this work.  

The descriptive analysis in sensory evaluation of food consists of the description 
and intensity of the sensory characteristics. Flash profile is a method used to fast 
description and quantitatively evaluates the sensory attributes13. This method is related 
to the conventional profile and results in reliable sensory profile13. Sensory evaluation 
using Flash Profile have two phases. First, evaluators describe terms for sensory 



characteristics and then they classify the samples according to the intensity of the 
attributes14.  

OBJECTIVE  

This study aims to characterize the sensory profile of requeijao Moreno through 
the Flash Profile technique. 

METHODOLOGY 

This research was performed out in the Sensory Analysis Laboratory of Federal 
Institute of the North of Minas Gerais (IFNMG) – campus Salinas in July of 2022. The 
data were collected after proof of the microbiological safety (IN 60/2019)15 of the 
samples and approval of the Research Ethics Committee of the State University of 
Montes Claros (CAAE: 56053622.0.0000.5146).  Three requeijao Moreno samples 
(Commercial 1, 2 and 3) were purchased from three different producers in Salinas - MG 
and one sample of requeijao branco was obtained in retail market from the same city.  

The flash profile panel was comprised by 13 subjects who are habitual consumers 
of requeijao Moreno. Two tasting sessions were conducted over the course of 2 days. 
During the first session, panelists were presented to the samples of requeijao Moreno, 
with two sample combinations for comparison, to individually generate descriptive 
terms. Following this session all the terms generated were gathered into a common list. 
In the second session, the compiled list was provided to the panelists, sorted by 
category, that is, appearance, odor, texture, aroma, and flavor. Panelists were given 
papers indicating scales which they used to rank all the samples for each attribute from 
the general compiled list and ranked the attribute from the weakest to the strongest 
sensation, with ties allowed. The panelists were given water and salty cracker to rinse 
their mouths and were free to compare and retake the samples as many times as 
necessary. All the evaluations took in individual sensory booths. Statistical analysis was 
performed through Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) using XLSTAT (Addinsoft, 
New York, NY, USA).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 presents the location of four cheeses, three types of requeijao Moreno 
and one of requeijao branco, at the consensus. Results obtained of Flash Profile can be 
represented in two dimensions (F1 = 69.74 and F2 = 16.93) which explained 86.67% of 
the data variability. According F1, the samples were divided in two groups, the first one 
was composed by requeijao Moreno commercial 1, 2 and 3, and the other was 
composed by requeijao branco.  



 

Figure 1. Sensorial space and consensus for four types of cheese evaluated with an 
86.67% of variability of data from GPA. 

The consensual configuration of the four cheese samples and the attributes 
obtained by panelists after GPA are presented in Figure 2. The panelists characterized 
the requeijao Moreno commercial 1 with sweet taste, dry look, fermented aroma, 
cooked flavor, brittle and ruberry. Requeijao Moreno commercial 2 and 3 described 
with characteristic aroma, presence of dark spots, firmness to chew, brown color and 
firmness to touch. While requeijao branco was interpreted with acid taste, milky aroma, 
salty taste and cheese flavor. According Rodrigues-Noriega et al.13, the ingredients and 
type of production (handcrafted, semi-mechanized and industrialized process) are 
factors that influence the perceived difference between the panelists. 
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Figure 2. Biplot of the objects (cheeses) (three types of requeijao Moreno and one 
requeijao branco) and the lexicon used to describe them at the first and second 
dimensions of the GPA from Flash Profile test. 

CONCLUSION 

The Flash Profile technique demonstrated to be a quick way to survey of sensory 
attributes and makes the difference between the requeijao branco e requeijão Moreno. 
The results from the present study show that Flash Profile is a reliable alternative of 
sensory characterization of requeijao Moreno, when there is not a trained sensory group 
available. Furthermore, results of Flash Profile test presented nineteen descriptive 
attributes that it was used to classify samples of requeijao Moreno and requeijao branco. 
The requeijao Moreno was characterized as cheese with characteristic aroma, presence 
of dark spots, firmness to chew, brown color and firmness to touch.  
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